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Expriment (S) Toshimitsu TOBITA 
Email: tobita@ss.ibaraki-ct.ac.jp    

 
Basic Information 
 

Course Regular Course Compulsory / Elective Compulsory 
Grade 5th Number of Credits 4 
Semester Full year Credit Type Normal 
Class Type Technical Subject 

 
Course Objectives 
 
The knowledge learned up to now is utilized in practicing way and how to advance it research and 
development is understood through design development and making of the equipment which settles a fixed 
problem. I train the quality as the engineer by making of presentation and a report again. 
1. Self management of making is understood and acquired personally by planning, a summary design and 
a journey top half, etc.. 
2. The basic knowledge learned up to now through a machine, an electric light and making O of software is 
used and understood actually. 
3. You can consider technologically through the various data the making process gave and explain and 
persuade him. 
4. The idea can be described logically. 
5. Discussion at a place and communication of engineering are performed. 
It's possible to establish a problem personally in 6.PBL. 
 
Topic Outline / Schedule 
 

Week Topic Outline 
1 Experimental guidance The outline explanation of a book PBL experiment. It's 

understood that it's the experiment which explains how 
to advance it and evaluation method, etc. and executes it 
voluntarily by the group unit. 

2 Drafting of a plan and the 
development plan and summary 
design (3 weeks) 

The development systems I make the way to settle the 
problem to which it was given make a plan, and to 
achieve that and schedules, etc., project book. It's 
gathered on summary specifications. 

3 Development plan review Submitted project book and summary specifications are 
reviewed and necessary correction is performed for 
problem realization. 

4 Detailed design (8 weeks) The detailed design to settle a problem every each part 
of a machine, electricity and computer control is 
performed. When there is need, a partial experimental 
production and an element experiment are performed. 

5 Design review (2 weeks) A design review of the inspection system which makes 
the teacher an examination chief is performed based on 
a detailed design note every each submitted part-time. 

6 Making of each part-time Split every each part and make using detailed design 
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cleverness:. When there was change in the design 
contents, I make specifications reflected. 

7 Making of each part-time (6 weeks) Split every each part and make using a detailed design 
note. When there was change in the design contents, I 
make specifications reflected. 

8 Performance testing report Making and confirmation on a performance testing form 
every each part-time are performed. An unit testing is 
performed and the report is made. 

9 Combination test and adjustment (2 
weeks) 

It's combined and it's tested and it's adjusted. Test 
outcome is gathered on a report. 

10 Comparison and consideration of 
development items (play) 

Ratio leather and consideration are performed by 
presentation of development items and a play of each 
group. 

11 Summary (6 weeks) A play result, and, reform idea of development items is 
gathered, it's made a report respectively and it's 
submitted. 

 
Textbooks and Other Readings 
 
There is no required textbook for this course. 
 
Relevant Online Resources 
 
 
Grading Policy 
 
Grading will be based on experimental efforts, reports(R) and discussions (D). The weighting is as follows: 

Efforts 50% 
R & D 50% 
total 100% 

To get credits, you need to get 60 or more points in total. 
 
 
Course Description 
 
Consider that I do by year-round and advance an experiment deliberately based on the plan for which you 
made a plan personally. 
Investigate and settle the point that you participated in an experiment in independent way and wondered 
personally. 
I expect to take notice of being an experiment in a graduation year and show autonomy. 
 


